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Abstract. Hat-shaped specimen geometries were developed to generate high strain, high-strain-rates deformation under prescribed
conditions. These geometries o↵er also the possibility to investigate the occurrence of ductile rupture under low or negative stress
triaxiality, where most failure models fail. In this work, three tophat geometries were designed, by means of extensive numerical
simulation, to obtain desired stress triaxiality values within the shear region that develops across the ligament. Material failure
was simulated using the Continuum Damage Model (CDM) formulation with a unilateral condition for damage accumulation and
validated by comparing with quasi-static and high strain rate compression tests results on OFHC copper. Preliminary results seem
to indicate that ductile tearing initiates at the specimen corner location where positive stress triaxiality occurs because of local
rotation and eventually propagates along the ligament.

INTRODUCTION

In many applications, such as metal forming, crash-worthiness, ballistic impact, etc., shear localization or banding
is observed. At high strain rate, thermal softening due to the nearly adiabatic deformation enhances the shear band
formation leading to adiabatic shear bands (ASB) [1–3]. This is an important mode of deformation as these shear
zones often become the sites for eventual failure of the material.

In most cases the occurrence of adiabatic shearing is undesirable, yet recently developed adiabatic cutting and
blanking techniques use this phenomenon to their advantage [4]. For both scenarios the link between localization and
ductile damage, in the meaning of nucleation and growth of micro-voids, should be further investigated.

Research on shear banding has typically concentrated on: the modeling of plastic flow instability; and the re-
lationship of shear banding to initial microstructure and its evolution [5]. Some work has been done on damage
evolution, where an initial porosity is assumed, and the e↵ect of hydrostatic stress [6]. However, little has been done
on damage nucleation or initiation. The scope of this work is to investigate ductile failure initiation in OFHC Cu
within the shear region. To this purpose, the forced shear or “tophat” specimen was used [7], because it imposes the
position of localization and shear band formation. As an additional advantage, quasistatic and dynamic tests can be
performed with the same specimen geometry. Three geometries were designed by finite element analysis in order
to obtain di↵erent states of the stress triaxiality. Numerical simulations were performed with the implicit finite el-
ement code MSC.Marc r2014, in axisymmetric configuration, using four node, isoparametric elements. A coupled
thermo-mechanical dynamic transient analysis was performed in order to account for temperature rise due to plastic
work. Since the shear region material undergoes large deformation, a global remeshing technique was used to avoid
convergence problems and loss of accuracy due to extreme element distortion.

Damage observed in post mortem analyses was compared with numerical predictions where material failure
was simulated using CDM model formulation. In just one of the three geometries designed, damage occurred. This
nucleates in form of a crack at the inner corner between the hat and the brim and, eventually, propagates through the
ligament. A tensile state of stress is generated by the large deformation of the structure where damage is observed.
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MATERIAL

Tests were performed on Oxygen-Free High Conductivity (OFHC) 99.98% copper, obtained in the form of half-
hardened bars. After machining of tophat test samples, the material was annealed for 30 minutes at 400�C. The
microstructure, analyzed by Electron BackScatter Di↵raction (EBSD), manifests a random starting texture. The grain
size was estimated to be 14 µm, if the twin boundaries were included, 47 µm if neglected.

From the mechanical point of view, the material was fully characterized at low and high strain rates by means of
tensile tests. Both smooth and round notched specimen geometries were used for damage assessment.

CONSTITUTIVE MATERIAL MODEL

The constitutive material model consists of three independent sub-models: a flow stress law, an Equation of State
(EoS), and a damage model. The flow stress was modeled with a modified Johnson and Cook law [8], where the first
term was replaced by a two-term Voce type law to account for hardening saturation at large strain [9, 10].
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where " is the equivalent plastic strain, "̇⇤ = "̇/"̇0 is the dimensionless plastic strain rate for "̇0 = 1.0 s�1, and
T ⇤ = (T � Troom) / (Tmelt � Troom) is the homologous temperature. The material constants are �0

y , B1, B2, t1, t2, C, and
m.

Regarding the EoS, since the pressure reached in the tophat experiments is rather low, a constant bulk modulus
was used to describe the hydrostatic behavior of copper, K = 130.21 GPa. The spherical component of the stress
tensor is given as �H = K �V/V , where �V/V is the volumetric strain.

To model ductile damage nucleation and growth within the shear region, the Bonora’s damage model was used
[11]. The model was developed in the framework of the CDM, initially proposed by Lemaitre [12]. Under the as-
sumptions of isotropic damage and strain equivalence, the damage variable is related to the e↵ective elastic modulus
of the material. Unlike other similar models, damage does not a↵ect the yield function. Damage is a state variable that
evolves with the total “active” equivalent plastic strain, "+, (i.e. the total equivalent plastic strain accumulated under
tensile states of stress). In compression, damage e↵ects are temporarily restored. The kinetic evolution law for the
damage variable is given as follow:
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where ⌫ is the Poisson’s ratio and �eq is the von Mises stress.
The model, which results in a non linear damage accumulation with active plastic strain, requires the knowledge

of four damage parameters, all having a physical meaning: the damage threshold strain, "th, at which damage processes
initiates; the theoretical failure strain under constant uniaxial state of stress conditions, " f , at which ductile failure
would occur; the critical damage, Dcr, at which failure occurs; and the damage exponent, ↵, that controls the shape of
damage evolution with plastic strain. The parameters can be easily identified with uniaxial tensile tests on smooth and
round notched specimen geometries [13, 14]. The values for the annealed OFHC 99.98% Cu are given in Table 1.

Because damage accumulates with plastic strain, in order to obtain a reliable damage prediction, its very impor-
tant to provide the appropriate strain at the material point.

The strength model used does not account for the e↵ects observed during shear band nucleation and evolution,
such as dynamic recrystallization or the breakdown of elongated cells [15]. Since few, if any strength models can
capture this physics, the strength model parameters were calibrated for each test configuration to obtain the correct
load vs. displacement curves.
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TABLE 1. Damage model parame-
ters for OFHC 99.98% Cu.
"th " f Dcr ↵

0.325 2.85 0.15 1.0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To investigate the e↵ect of the stress triaxiality on damage initiation, three di↵erent geometries were designed by FE
analyses. The parameter that most a↵ects the state of stress in the shear zone of a tophat specimen was found to be
the ratio between the inner hole diameter of the brim and the outer hat diameter (�in/�out). However, the parametric
analysis performed changing this ratio showed that the states of stress reachable in a hat-shaped specimen are rather
limited. A pure shear condition cannot be obtained and, usually, the stress triaxiality factor (T F = �H/�eq), even when
uniform within the shear region, is not constant with plastic strain evolution. In Fig. 1(a), a sketch of the hat-specimen
geometry is given. Three di↵erent inner diameters were used: 5.5 mm for “A”; 6.0 mm for “C”, and 6.5 mm for “D”.
The corresponding stress triaxiality paths calculated simulating the dynamic tests are given in Fig. 1(b), for a generic
point within the shear region. Very similar results were obtained for quasi static tests. In tophat “A”, the state of stress
is always compressive and the T F is rather constant. For the other geometries, the T F increases almost linearly with
plastic strain and, starting from a compressive state of stress, this becomes tensile for a plastic strain of 1.7 and 1.2,
for the tophats “C” and “D” respectively.

In Fig. 1(c), the section of a tophat (geometry “A”) tested under quasistatic loading conditions is shown. No shear
banding is evident, instead a di↵use area of shear localization is present. The same was observed for all the geometries,
both in quasistatic and dynamic strain regimes.
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FIGURE 1. (a) Geometry of tophat specimens (dimensions in mm); (b) Stress triaxiality paths for quasistatic tests; (c) Micrography
of the shear deformed region for the quasistatic test on geometry “A” (yellow arrows show the direction of the displacement).

For all tests, a total displacement of approximately 2.7 mm was imposed. For geometries “A” and “C” no voids
or cracks were found, whereas for “D” the ligament failed and the upper hat stuck into the brim hole. For “A” and “C”,
as expected, the load–displacement curves are monotonically increasing, Fig. 2(a). Instead, an instability is present
in the curves of the geometry “D”, due to damage nucleation and growth and not to shear banding. To confirm this
hypothesis, a test stopped just after the instability was performed, tophat “D4”, whose micrography confirms the
presence of some ductile tearing and a crack propagating from the inner corner of the specimen, Fig. 2(b).

With the experimental load–displacement curves, in Fig. 2(a), the numerical curves, calculated after calibration
of the strength model parameters, are given for comparison. The load drop obtained simulating the tests on geometry
‘‘D” is due to crack generation and propagation. From a numerical point of view, this is fulfilled with the element
removal technique that is used once the value of critical damage is reached. Damage predictions are in good agreement
with experimental evidence. For the final displacement of the test “D4” (1.9 mm), some damage accumulates at the
external corner region without reaching the critical value. Instead, at the inner corner, critical damage is reached in
some elements leading to the crack generation and propagation, Fig. 2(c).
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FIGURE 2. (a) Load–displacement curves for quasistatic tests; (b) Micrography of the internal corner regions for tophat “D4”; (c)
Map of calculated damage for tophat “D4” (Dcr = 0.15).

CONCLUSIONS

The tophat specimen was used to investigate damage initiation in the shear localization regions under quasi static and
dynamic loading. Di↵erent geometries were adopted to generate di↵erent regimes of stress triaxiality. For each con-
figuration, strength model parameters were calibrated to obtain the correct load-displacement curve. Once calibrated,
FE models provide prediction of damage nucleation and evolution in good agreement with experimental data. Results
demonstrate that, at least for Cu, damage occurs only under positive stress triaxiality conditions, consistent with the
assumption in the damage model.
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